The Charles University Grant Agency (GA UK) was founded in 1993 and is the university’s internal grant agency. Currently, only students enrolled at Charles University and studying in doctoral or masters programs in standard length of study may submit new grant applications or applications for continuing support.

The process of grant allocation for each new round of the grant competition begins at the latest at the beginning of each academic year, announced by the rector and specific deadlines for submitting applications are set annually by the rector and are published on Charles University’s webpages as well as the GA UK website.

Call for the 18th round of applications of the Grant Agency of Charles University (2021)

*New project applications may be filed on a continuous basis as of 7 October 2020.
*The deadline for the filing of new project applications at the Research Support Office of the Rectorate (electronically en bloc for the faculty) is set as 16 November 2020.

*Applications to continue projects may be filed on a continuous basis as of 7 October 2020.
*The deadline for the filing of applications to continue projects at the Research Support Office of the Rectorate (electronically en bloc for the faculty) is set as 27 January 2021.

*Final reports of projects may be filed on a continuous basis as of 7 October 2020.
*The deadline for the filing of final reports at the Research Support Office of the Rectorate (electronically en bloc for the faculty) is set as 8 April 2021.

There are binding faculty deadlines for submitting applications to individual faculties, which are generally a number of days earlier than the deadlines for the rectorate (information about faculty deadlines is published by each faculty, as set by faculty deans).

Applications for new projects are submitted through the GA UK app [http://is.cuni.cz/webapps/](http://is.cuni.cz/webapps/) from 10/2020. Some faculties organize training for students, please contact the department of science in Your faculty. In the GA UK app there is the application HelpDesk.

Details regarding the GA UK competition can be found in Principles of Activities of the Grant Agency of Charles University and [Grant Rules](#) of Charles University. This translation is for informative purpose only. The legally binding regulations are those in Czech registered by the Ministry.

| Mailing Address: | Department of Science and Research  
|                 | Charles University Grant Agency  
|                 | Ovocný trh 560/5  
|                 | 116 36 Praha 1 |
| Telephone:      | +420 224 491 295 |
| Email:          | gauk@ruk.cuni.cz |
| Employees:      | Mgr. Karolina Boňková- head  
|                | Ing. Marcela Horčičková  
|                | Mgr. Kateřina Michlová  
|                | Šárka Mrkvičková |

Letters to the CUNI Grant Board or its Chairman should be addressed to the GA UK mailing address or by email to gauk@ruk.cuni.cz